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Abstract: Introduction: Everything in Earth magnetic field (EMF) gets magnetic properties (MP). Diamagnetic can become paramagnetic. Aim: To prove that living world is an agglomerate of electrical beings. To point body electrical potential generator. Show Anomalous magnetic fields (AMF) enormous pathological force; how does an old organism function and how young one concerning immune system and aging.

Methodology: Scientific works published in international journals are methodological leaders of this brief information. Pathological processes in people and medicine are mentioned. Results: Clearly presented are unknown things from physiology, cells division, breathing, heart and central nervous system functioning etc. Also, presented is pathology causing enormous mortality and diseases. Cause is AMF. Virus entering into host cell is explained. Conclusion: Humans are magnetic and electromagnetic beings. All chemicals are products of electric impulses. Life has appeared according to a magnetic code enabled by EMF and its end will be when EMF disappears, as it happened on Mars. Biology-medical science should consider physical fields in order to prolong life on the planet Earth.
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1. Introduction

It is high time that biology-medicine science tries to understand that in bioworld there rule magnetic and electromagnetic forces and enormous importance of Earth magnetic field (EMF) should be considered, because, "Remember well", everything in EMF gets magnetized (susceptibility increases) and that diamagnetic properties are relative and not absolute, meaning that they can be also paramagnetic if basic environment changes. Then, you should understand two more things (as one American professor said): 1. "You, probably, think that we are physical matter, but, not, we are electrical beings, and chemicals are only a byproduct of these electric impulses." 2. Central nervous system (CNS) is electric potential (EP) generator which with its magnetic properties (MP) does everything in organism. EP appears by cosmic radiation (soft component) acting upon oxygen (O2), mainly, because there is ten times more of it in CNS compared to other organs. In cerebral cortex there is 40 times more than in other body organs.

2. Brief Information from Pathology

At the end of this work there is a list of literature to be studied and understood in order to complement and correct the classical school knowledge. Some conclusions are cited from published works: 1. Mother cell division into two baby cells is enabled by EMF. 2. Breathing is enabled, only, by breathers' magnetic properties (MP), and not diffusion and gases partial pressure, as stated by biology-medical science. 3. Immune system functioning is done due to leukocytes and intruders (viruses, bacteries, foreign particles and dead cells fungi), and autoimmune diseases enables artificially enlarged EMF called anomalous magnetic fields (AMF). 4. Every tumor appearance is caused, only, by AMF from external environment and variable magnetic field, also, from external environment. 5. Cardio-vascular diseases (CVD) appearance is enabled, only, by AMF. 6. Diabetes appearance, also, enables AMF. 7. CNS functioning is enabled by cosmic...
radiation, and mental diseases are product of anomalous electromagnetic fields from external environment.

3. Brief Information about MP in Physiology

When you understand works presented in literature list, it will be clear to you how has, firstly, the life appeared on the planet Earth, and, also, how will it end. Then, appearance of the most difficult diseases and how does Corona virus function, and how to fight it easily. It will be clear how and why old age appears and why do old people get, almost, and the same diseases.

All to be presented in this work has been published in international scientific journals. These works are presented in literature at the end of this work and can be provided from the author.

4. How Does Aging Occur and Why

In order to understand why older people get diseased more than young people, the proofs that MP rule among molecules and cells, should be understood. The published work pointing to the magnetic forces existence among molecules in cells explains a mother cell division into two baby cells and breathing. Official literature about cells division states that chromosome chromatides suddenly start moving into opposite directions, and it is within the scope of cells division. Biology says that it is not known why do chromatides suddenly move in opposite directions and which energy enables it [1-3]. The force driving chromatides to move away from each other is, only, EMF. EMF magnetizes chromatides with the same magnetism type, because telomeres on both chromatides of the same chemical composition, i.e., same nucleotides (A, G, C), noting that with each cell's division, because of MP aging, nucleotides peel off (nucleus mass decreases). Known is that cell's magnetization center is in nucleus, and a bit less magnetization in organelles, too. Since MP are additive. Each cell has magnetization, mainly, depending on nucleus size, and, less, on other organelles. Known is that nucleus is the largest in CNS neurons, because cytoplasm is thin or not existing. With cells' division large number, MP reduces, manifesting on reduced metabolism performed under the influence of magnetic forces getting weaker with aging. Every cell has maximal division number and, finally, it dies. This is organism aging ending with demise. It should be pointed that aging is followed by blood vessels, for instance arteries timely get shorter, less elastic and with smaller volume bringing less food and oxygen to cells, what is aging manifestation, too. During general organism aging, on arteries certain changes appear because blood vessels get hard and less elastic [1, 4], mostly, because of lipids accumulation (greasy components kind) especially cholesterol (LDL) in internal artery (in time). Later, calcium salts deposition occurs, so connective tissue exuberance, contributing to arteries becoming nonelastic, so, atherosclerosis may be considered as normal in connection with aging, starting, usually, after 40 and develops slowly according with aging of entire organism, not considered as a disease. At natural atherosclerosis blood vessels stiffness increases reducing their volume and oxygen and food supply in all cells. All this is aging manifestation. In effect, these are miniature magnetic domains entered with food into organism, having paramagnetic properties obtained in EMF, so they stick on inside artery blood vessels spaces, unavoidable by nutrition and physical activity.

5. Atherosclerosis

Atherosclerosis Mechanism is not completely known. However, there are many theories. Atherosclerosis is a process in artery cell internal part, which happens when greases, cholesterol, calcium and cell elements particles accumulate (all paramagnetic) in arterial intima, and form solid structures, we call plaques "Almost one half of people in USA and Europe die of atherosclerosis. Cardio-vascular diseases are leading cause of premature deaths in Serbia". (statin..Dr. B. J.,Wikipedia).

Appearance, development mechanisms, and general atherosclerosis process meaning still occupy scientists,
because about this problem we still do not know everything. All cited from literature points to necessity of clearer atherosclerosis cause description which has not been cleared, so far. Many mechanisms of healthy and diseased coronary circulation are not explained and just these ambiguities, knowing other scientific disciplines, will be cleared.

Literature citations of atherosclerosis cause "High cholesterol concentration in plasm in low density lipoprotein (LDL) is the most important factor in atherosclerosis appearance" (G-789 pg). Lipoproteins LDL and high density HDL are paramagnetics, and official literature characterizes LDL as the main cause. Given is explanation how the conclusion that LDL is the most important factor in atherosclerosis appearance is made: "Atherosclerosis is large and medium arteries disease" (G-789 pg). We must remember how blood circulates through mentioned arteries, i.e. blood conductivity is blood flow through blood vessel for a given pressure divergence. "Very small diameter vessel changes change conductivity magically! Small changes in blood vessel size induce large changes in blood during laminaly flow... Vessel's conductivity increases with fourth size grade" (G-149 pg). With vessel diameter increment flow increases with diameter on fourth grade (r on 4) and M cells properties forming layered blood vessel, have collective micro-magnetization decreasing with radius on fourth grade. More clearly said, with fourth grade distance from blood vessel walls, M properties influence upon blood decreases very quickly. When we understand this, it is easy to understand "magical conductivity" as well laminal blood flow through vessel. MP in microworld are quantum values (elementary magnetic particles) and that is why blood flow is laminal, because elementary magnetic particles, with distance from source, gets smaller, i.e. it decreases with r on 4. Since blood in central blood vessel's part flow most quickly, inertia law does not allow to cholesterol with higher density to stick closer to blood vessel wall, while light cholesterol, with M forces, can be slowed and, even, accumulate in the strongest M forces space, being an M field vectors coordination product, usually, focused in blood vessel intima. LDL and calcium (distinct paramagnetic) accumulation pointed that magnetic force is the only cause of atherosclerotic plaque. This is natural process of arteries stalling, i.e. atherosclerosis appearance.

"Much less is known about high density lipoproteins (HDL) function than about low density lipoproteins (LDL)". It is believed that high density lipoproteins (because they have stronger paramagnetic properties) can, actually, absorb cholesterol crystals (paramagnetics) "which start deposit into arteries walls" (G-789 pg). Explanation is following: since HDL has higher density, i.e. greater mass, with stronger M properties, and moves according to inertia law along laminal blood flow center, and with its M attracting forces absorbs cholesterol crystals taken by blood current from the point of possible atherosclerosis appearance and, so, it helps in protection against arteries diseases. AMF present accelerate all this and pathology life dangerous type atherosclerosis appears.

Theoretically, it is clear how life can be prolonged, what the entire world researches and experiments about. Problems exist during telomeres peeling off prevention, allegedly, cancer appears, what is logical. It is known that cancer appears in AMF (1, 2), and scientists, experimenting with telomeres, do not know it, and it is clear that cancer will appear because experiments are performed in AMF. Point is that cells MP, with years passing by, get weaker and all functions are get weaker, also, immune system functioning by leukocytes and intruders MP [5]. Conclusion is clear: with aging organism, in defense, gets weaker and that is why many diseases can overpower it, most often due to AMF from external environment. It should be pointed that artery pressure depends on magnetic field from external environment, too, because AMF high intensity in living environment increases blood density, automatically increases artery pressure, too, what burdens heart function, especially with older people.
CNS function is generated helped by cosmic radiation of electric potential, moving through nervous tissues in entire body, enables all organs functioning, and heart and brain functioning, too. Also, presented are causes of mental diseases, which are variable magnetic fields and AMF from external environment [6, 7]. Present AMF from external environment is cancer and CVD cause, what is the greatest disease and dying cause in the world and here [1, 3, 4, 8]. World Health Organization states that in the world 18 million people dies of CVD, it is expected that in 2030, 23 million people would die. It is interesting to note that in Serbia, in a month; almost 4300 people die (144 in a day). It is known that of corona virus 130 persons died within 2 months. Compared to, within 2 months, of CVD 8600 and 130 of corona. Number of 8600 is alarming, but no one reacts, it is only repeated that risk factors are responsible. For over 30 years scientific works are written, but about this paradox competent ones keep silent. Similar is with malignant diseases, only, medical experts try to deceive public that cancer cause is depleted uranium. It is noted that they have some connection with Italian soldiers with leukemia disease at Kosovo during bombarding, what is enormous delusion, for they got leukemia because they slept in metal containers with neon light where AMF are very high and that is the cause of the disease, and not depleted uranium.

Autoimmune diseases appearance is and how does immune system function due to natural EMF [5]. Functioning of immune system is organism's defense system by own immunity and immune response, defending organism from extraneous microorganisms (viruses, bacteria, fungi and parasites), so as their chemical substances (toxins) and from own changed and perished cells. Immunity, in wider sense, represents immune system reaction against extraneous substances, both microorganisms and macromolecules (proteins and polysaccharides). Is made of cells and molecules included in immune response representing collective coordinated is response (immune system) to extraneous agents.

Living organisms appear in EMF and form with balanced inter-molecular, i.e. inter-cellular magnetic forces, what in biology is known to function according to homeostatic mechanism in order to maintain the healthy life which has appeared in a natural EMF.

There are two Is components, nonspecific or inherited, being first organism defense line and reacts similarly to all harmful agents, there is a specific or acquired immunity developed in contact with harmful agent. These two is components act together, i.e., supplement each other with MP, what is fundament in defense against intruder. Based on immune reaction nature can be divided to choromonal consisting of antibodies secreting B lymphocytes and, effectorially circulate proteins and cellular, making it T lymphocytes, phagocytes and NK cells (cells killers). All these cells are produced by stem cells in bone marrow, with higher density, so is cells are produced with increased MP. Basic defense cells' function is an intruder extermination by magnetic forces so that T lymphocytes might have balanced MP with other body cells, they go though thymus where macrophages, with magnetic forces, exterminate T lymphocytes with increased MP, compared to all cells antibodies, 90% of them, and only 10% satisfies general homeostasis principle (magnetically balanced cells) in organism, what is inter-molecular and inter-cellar magnetic balance. B lymphocytes on antibodies membranes, with balanced MP, in each tissue are ready to, if antigenes appear (extraneous agents with higher MP), unplug antibodies from B lymphocytes and, with magnetic forces, destroy antigenes, as T lymphocytes do.

Everything in EMF has MP. So, each cell's macromolecule has own magnetisation. Complete metabolism in organism functions due to cells, tissues and organs MP [1, 7]. Intruders (viruses, bacteria, fungi, toxins, extraneous tissues and own changed and worn out and dead cells) also have magnetisation because they are created in EMF. After intruders with MP enter
an organism they sum up with tissue cells MP creating stronger MP than naturally balanced cells. Leukocytes attract increased MP cells and they act with their Mf, upon each intruder tending, in various ways, to stop their harmful effect, this is functioning. Noting that worn-dead cells have lost heating energy production and got higher MP T cells is acts upon them as if it is intruder. When it happens that additional AMF, with exogenous genesis, increase MP of some organism cells, so that MP exit from magnetic balance compared to other organism cells, then leukocytes with their Mf attack own cells with increased MP and AiD (autoimmune disease) appears. Briefly said: Organism itself attacks own cells with own stronger than the balance MP antigens.

This would be brief information about Is function and AiD appearance. Extraneous agents are protein molecules called antigens. These extraneous cells can be bacteria or viruses trying to destroy body integrity with their antigens. Is cells (T and B leukocytes) attracted by these extraneous cells or antigens Mf, destroy them. Each of these extraneous antigens has own identity determined by amino acids constructing its proteins. Since amino acids are available for proteins creation, numberless different antigens variations exist.

Diabetes mellitus is bad metabolism in glucose and insulin cells and that is why blood MP increase and in AMF easily occur all diabetes mellitus kinds, then health complications, which are in work [9] explained minutely.

Diabetes is most frequent endocrinological disturbance, with over 190 million diseased in the world, and World Health Organization’s estimation is that within next twenty years this number would be up to 330 million. Scientists blame various risk factors, such as overweight, significantly increasing the risk for diabetes type 2 appearances. Significant increase is 90% in mature age (Sandra Peterlik 8.1.2020, Wikipedia).

Official medicine science connects many complications with diabetes, for instance, blood vessels get narrower and, even, blocked, then, myocardial infarction and stroke etc. All this stated by official science is incorrect interpretations, because the mentioned diseases causes are, only, AMF from external environment [8]. In order to fully understand everything [9] should be studied. Or the most recent work "Contribution of Anomalous Magnetic fields to Diabetes Mellitus Etiopathogenesis" (author RAS Academy Member Nikola Trifunovic, Geophysics graduated engineer) being reviewed by Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmacology and it will be clear: Why and how does diabetes type 1 and 2, insulin resistance, gestational diabetes and fatness diabetes. As for diabetes effects, it is minutely explained and proven by facts that causes are, only, AMF, and not increased glucose in blood which, only, increases blood MP and AMF, even of smaller intensity, become pathological.

This is a brief review of main scientific works to enable readers to understand and open new points of view on how does life function and why diseases occur, how to treat and prevent them.

The condition of MP with young people should be explained. After birth humans grow quickly and it means that cells will multiply quickly, being enabled by MP in cells which are strong and metabolism function enables growth, immune system functions perfectly, all due to MP. When all this is known, it is easy to understand why older people are less immune to various diseases, and young people are more immune to diseases. Official literature states that number of young people getting diseased increases, what was not the case in the past. The reason is that more young people are in AMF and you can be sure, nothing else is the reason. It is obvious in the increased fixed and mobile phones use, television, computers, printers, home apparatuses and furniture with more than 90% ferromagnetic and paramagnetic material. Complete electrification of living environment is a great AMF generator, nobody pays attention to it and it is amazing that there are not more diseases. Explanation is people moving because body viscous
magnetisation in an organ or its part, caused by staying in AMF, after moving away from it disease quickly decreases. Moving is a great help in body viscous magnetisation which precedes illnesses, decomposition. Official risk factor is insufficient moving, existing in science, but if a person moves enough, and lives and works in AMF, often sudden heart attack appears, usually ending in death (happens to sportists). Therefore, it is necessary to remove AMF from dwelling spaces. So, moving is, certainly good and prolongs life.

It is necessary to complete these brief discussions with pathology occurred because of AMF. Almost all diseases (CVD, tumors, diabetes, mental disturbances, asthma, and nephritis) causes are AMF, what the submitted works at the end of this text fully explain and documented. Official medical science all the mentioned diseases causes connects with risk factor, as the mentioned insufficient moving, what is incorrect, for it is environmental AMF effect.

Additional explanation of immune system: Leukocytes generated as all blood in bone marrow functions in body because they are in magnetic balance with all organism's cells (magnetic homeostatic mechanism). Since every intruder (virus, bacteria, fungi and extraneous particle) has its own MP after entering organism, i.e. a host cell, for instance corona virus into lung cell, connects with its receptors with lung cell having MP in mechanism making magnetic connection with a receptor, which all cells have (as corona virus is with RNA). Virus with magnetic code is taken into cell with enzymes to enable nuclein acid replicate in RNA. RNA virus with magnetic forces starts replication with magnetic code overtures substances to build new nuclein acid. Then virus increases for living organisms occur with stronger MP, it is said that it disturbs hemoglobin function, what is logical, which is with two-valent Fe-magnetite surrounded by nitrogen (N) ring very quickly because external environment AMF is present, so host cell and replicated virus are with stronger MP. Organism starts fighting to destroy the intruder, but is too weak for host MP of replicated virus and external environment AMF.

Hemoglobin transports O2 to a cell in entire body, while official science has not explained it because it does not understand MP. Fe is surrounded by N (nitrogen-diamagnetic) ring not allowing with its diamagnetic properties O2 (two oxygen atoms - distinct paramagnetic) to stick to Fe, because when blood comes to cells no magnetic force (Mf) could not separate O2 from it and, like this, cells Mf easily overtake O2 and, in chemical reactions, energy in cell is freed and appears CO2, a diamagnetic. Mf in cell discharges CO2 out of cell into venous blood. With venous blood flow to the right heart by the right artery in the capillary, and then into the alveolus with inspiration (inhalation) enters O2, which in the capillary magnetic force binds to hemoglobin in the erythrocyte and O2 blood goes to the left heart which carries arterial blood flow to O2 to all cells in the organism. CO2 from alveoles expiring (exhalation) goes to atmospheric air. This is to be explained by exact Mf, because official science does not approve MP in bioscience.

An experiment is taken in Psychiatric clinic. A room with 10 beds is arranged that all around is natural EMF (ecological room) with no AMF. Each month ten patients sleep and spend time in natural EMF. Before entering the ecological room, complete laboratory blood analyses are taken and after one month spent in ecological room, blood laboratory analyses are taken again. In total, 40 patients spend time in ecological room alternately within 4 months and their laboratory results are compared with the same spent in AMF rooms, so they are as follows: Calcium in blood is four times greater in AMF, i.e. calcium in blood is four times smaller in ecological room, pointing that in ecological room there is no atherosclerosis and organism aging is slower. Heart muscle isoenzyme (S-CK creatinine kinaze) is 4.5 times larger in AMF, being diagnostic pointer of heart infarct; it is clear why there is most atherosclerosis in AMF, also, the same
isoenzyme is moderately increased with acute psychotic attacks in AMF, and there mentally disturbed are treated, the conclusion is: situation is bad. Isoenzym (S-LDH) serum lactate dehydrogenase is increased 3.7 times in AMF, and it is cancer indicator of testis stem cells, pointing that AMF is cancer cause. Bilirubin in AMF is 3.4 times greater in AMF representing eritrocyte destruction leading to anemia, pointing that AMF is anemia cause. Potassium in blood is 3.7 times greater in AMF, it is arrhythmia cause, which is, usually, pre-stroke condition sign. Other laboratory results are similar. Conclusion is that all patients, with all diseases, should be treated only in natural EMF, so, and then the diseased people mortality would be drastically decreased. This conclusion is also applicable to corona virus effect in body where AMF is present. These experiment laboratory analyses results will be compared with laboratory results diseased by corona virus treated in AMF. Some analyses results of patients with corona virus, given by public media information's, are rather similar to, for instance, anemia is everywhere, leukocytes are decreased, and heart arrhythmia is similar. Also, from public media it is known that a rise in temperature kills the corona virus because the focal point of the virus has very high magnetic properties, and high temperature is a possible help in fighting the virus. The remark is: blood analyses laboratory results of people diseased by corona could not be obtained because official persons said that these results they do not have and do not give.

It is said that immune system cells leukocytes of older patients are in very small number and are of weaker magnetic properties, what weakens ability to survive the corona virus. Younger patients have larger number of leukocytes and MP are stronger, as already stated, and organism defense is better, because leukocytes magnetic forces can stop the disease advance, so young people recover. It should be pointed that people, for ignorance, make mistakes concerning AMF from external environment, that should not overlooked, because they speed up pathological effects in diseased organism. Unfortunately, people do not know that it should be removed. This work is asking authorities to remove artificial AMF and the effect will be much greater success in the actual disease elimination. It is known that, most often, corona virus attacks in the lungs erythrocyte i.e. hemoglobin whose transmission of O2 to the cell is impaired, and natural respiration cannot provide O2 to a cells, so artificially delivers O2 to cells. AMF disturbs organism functioning, that is why the diseased ones should be treated in natural EMF.

For all presented above this author is ready to help personally for work of everyone who wants to hear, because this is for biology and medicine a new approach to people's health. For, only CVD and tumors end many lives in the world and here. It is interesting to point that in Serbia, within a month, die nearly 4300 people from CVD, and for all are AMF to blame, and not risk factors which are only the present AMF effect from external environment. Author wants to inform you that from the entire world is asked to submit his scientific works to be published with free of charge in scientific journals. He is asked to hold lectures, to review other scientific works and to preside conferences, which author is not accepting and tends that all scientific works are available in his country Serbia, what lasts for, already, 30 years, and competent authorities keep silent because of their limited comprehension.

This brief information is provoked by appearance of corona virus in the world and here, because biology-medical science ignorance about it is obvious. That is why the author asks you not to behave according to inertia law of the outdated things learned in schools. Your brains memorize all with 100 mV, and new information is memorized with nearly 3 mV (1 to 3), so, think logically. You can show to the entire world that AMF should be eliminated from living spaces, and then, it is easy to treat all diseases caused by AMF, corona virus, too.
6. Instead of Conclusion

Well-intentioned information. Brief information for biology and medicine: you are not enough acquainted with Earth magnetic fields role in life generation on Earth, and an information about its end on our planet. There are clear proofs that life will end for about 1500 years, based on satellite EMF intensity following, it is getting weaker and it will soon come to 0, what means that there will be no mother cell division, Russian scientists have proven that that 0 (zero) EMF stops cells division. It is known that on Mars there is no magnetic field, so there is no life, and this destiny waits out planet, too. It is only possible that we should master the knowledge in order to, artificially, maintain magnetic field to continue life. It is, also, possible to effect individual life to be prolonged.
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